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Dear Mr Bilyk

I refer to the Tasmanian Government’s electricity reform package (TER) and application for
authorisation of vesting contracts (Nos A80010, A80011) and the ACCC’s invitation to
interested parties to provide comment on these matters.

Yallourn Energy appreciates the opportunity provided by the ACCC to submit its assessment
and recommendations on the Tasmanian Government’s proposal.

Yallourn Energy’s major concerns with Tasmania’s proposed package are that it contains:

• An MNSP structure that creates a non-market transport mechanism;
• No competitive reform of Hydro Tasmania;
• Conditional separation of a re-powered Bell Bay Power Station;
• No competitive reform of Aurora; and
• Limited discussion of the competitive impact of the proposal on the Victorian NEM.

It is Yallourn Energy’s view that:

• The proposed structure of the Tasmanian electricity industry is not a competitive
framework and is not competitively neutral.

• The structure of the Basslink project will create significant barriers to enter in the
Tasmanian wholesale and retail electricity markets;

• The benefits asserted in the TER are overstated and in some cases are simply not
present; and

• The proposals in the TER create substantial negative impacts on the NEM, in
particular with the location of the Basslink connection to the Victorian transmission
system.

Attached is Yallourn Energy’s submission discussing the above issues in more detail. If you
have any question please contact our office on 03 9207 2326.

Yours sincerely Yours sincerely

Andrew Bonwick Michael Pucar
Director – Sales and Marketing Market Economist
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Overview*
The Tasmanian Energy Reform framework (TER) is a package of measures designed to
meet several policy objectives of the Tasmanian Government and presented for a variety of
authorisations to allow Tasmania to enter the National Electricity Market (NEM). Yallourn’s
major concerns with the package are that it contains:

• An MNSP structure that creates a non-market transport mechanism;
• No competitive reform of Hydro Tasmania;
• Conditional separation of a re-powered Bell Bay Power Station;
• No competitive reform of Aurora; and
• Limited discussion of the competitive impact of the proposal on the Victorian NEM.

It is Yallourn Energy’s view that:

• The proposed structure of the Tasmanian electricity industry is not a competitive
framework and is not competitively neutral.

• The structure of the Basslink project will create significant barriers to enter in the
Tasmanian wholesale and retail electricity markets;

• The benefits asserted in the TER are overstated and in some cases are simply not
present; and

• The proposals in the TER create substantial negative impacts on the NEM, in particular
with the location of the Basslink connection to the Victorian transmission system.

*(Please note that parts of the document will be repetitive as some aspects of the TER package have
effects on multiple areas of either the assessed benefits or on the NEM
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Policy discussion
The NEM is a major infrastructure environment of critical national importance. The initial
reform of the electricity industry produced significant benefits to the Australian economy
through the introduction of competition to wholesale and retail markets. This environment is
currently struggling with a number of public policy issues and decisions relating to the future
direction of NEM development. Many of these issues relate to the level of competition in
wholesale and retail markets consequent on current concentrated ownership of several
sectors of the market.

In the view of Yallourn Energy, these issues raise a very high standard of proof where a
jurisdiction, albeit for laudable public policy goals related to their particular constituency,
seeks to either slow the progress of the market toward full effectiveness or impose non-
market solutions to jurisdictional constituent problems. Yallourn’s concern and assertion is
that the Tasmanian reform package is insufficiently market orientated to be accepted into the
NEM environment.

Workable and sustainable competition framework
The Tasmanian government, in its own submission, states that the lack of market
arrangements has required it to implement a relatively heavy-handed regulatory framework
for the industry. The government further notes that regulatory approaches have their
shortcomings and are generally second best compared to market arrangements.

It is the view of Yallourn Energy that the proposed framework will not deliver competition, as
it does not change the existing industry structure. The key elements of the proposed
framework include:
• Tasmania as one NEM region;
• Hydro Tasmania retained as a single generation business under government ownership;

and
• Aurora Energy to remain as the dominant retailer for many years underpinned by vesting

contracts with Hydro Tasmania.

Yallourn Energy’s first objection is that the framework is clearly not competitively neutral. The
framework gives Hydro Tasmania and Aurora an advantage as they can compete in the
NEM, while existing NEM participants have very restricted access to the Tasmanian
electricity market. This regulatory asymmetry will in turn create an environment for cross-
subsidies. The Tasmanian government owned businesses could then use the economic
rents they receive in the Tasmanian market to increase their market share in other markets
by offering lower prices.

Yallourn Energy supports the Garlick Report recommendation to separate Hydro Tasmania
into subsidiary companies and to create an independent system controller outside Hydro
Tasmania. Separation of Hydro Tasmania is more likely to create a competitive generation
market that will benefit customers through lower prices. It will also facilitate innovation,
develop a system that suits Tasmania’s small size and create incentives for the generation
businesses to solve any ‘lost’ capacity issues associated with separation. Yallourn points to
the privatisation of Victorian generation assets as an example of competition driving
performance and innovation. The separation into generation units smaller than was
considered to be of lowest scale costs economically has delivered the cheapest prices in the
NEM.

The Tasmanian government proposes to restrict retail electricity competition in Tasmania by
fixing wholesale electricity prices for over a decade. The proposed vesting contracts will fix
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wholesale electricity prices for franchise customers until 2007 and major industrial customers
until 2015. This means that only 10 and 50 per cent of the Tasmanian electricity market will
be contestable in 2003 and 2007 respectively. In comparison, in 2007, most NEM regions will
have implemented full retail contestability, and the industrial markets will have been
competitively covered for 10 years. Similarly, New Zealand will have had legislated full
competition in 2007 for 13 years

MNSP status of Basslink project
Yallourn Energy has built transmission bypass on an entrepreneurial basis, has invested in
several detailed investigations of entrepreneurial interconnection between regions and taken
investment decisions based on that analysis, and has opposed a number of recent
Regulated Interconnection proposals. Yallourn is prepared to invest in entrepreneurial
interconnection for intra and inter connection, and is strongly of the view this is the future of
the NEM. Yallourn Energy does not support the views of commentators calling for major
investment in regulated interconnection.

Yallourn Energy therefore supports the connection of Tasmania via Entrepreneurial
Interconnection (EI). An EI has three characteristics:

• It makes no revenue from or impost on transmission use of system (TUoS) fees;
• The owner takes the return risk in a market either for price separation or energy transport

– ie. there is a market for access rights; and
• There are energy markets at both ends.

The proposed structure of the Basslink project damages at least two of these three
conditions. Firstly the ownership of the access rights northward and southward by Hydro
Tasmania – a monopoly generator – removes the potential for a market in these rights.
Secondly, the creation of a single generator in the region means there is no market in
Tasmania. Yallourn has long and bitter experiences of attempting to enter markets with one
or insufficient generators. A single generator in a single NEM region is by any theoretical
measure a concentration of market power and therefore anti-competitive. The monopoly
ownership of the link’s rights also eliminates any contestability options in that market.

The package may actually disrupt the first condition, that is revenue collection via TUoS fees.
The view here is that an MNSP should not have riskless access to revenue. It is worth
consideration as to whether Hydro Tasmania as MNSP linked with public ownership defacto
creates a riskless earnings environment, given the ultimate recourse to the public purse.

This arrangement is essentially off-balance sheet financing by the Tasmanian government as
the control and risk lie with Hydro Tasmania. It has also been locked in for 25 years and
Hydro Tasmania has the option to extend this arrangement for another 15 years. This
arrangement protects Hydro Tasmania’s market dominance as a generator for at least 40
years. This also creates a significant barrier to new generation and retailer entry as Hydro
Tasmania has exclusive rights to both northward and southward energy flows.
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Stated benefits
The Tasmanian government has developed a package that places a high priority on meeting
the state’s future energy needs. The key features of this package include two major
infrastructure projects – Basslink and the Tasmanian Natural Gas project (TNGP). It also
includes participation in the National Electricity Market (NEM) and energy reform objectives
that essentially leave the existing industry structure unchanged.

This section summarises the benefits stated by the Tasmanian government as well as
Yallourn’s view of the impact of the Tasmanian Economic Reform (TER) package.

Construction of Basslink will provide a reliable and flexible electricity supply source to
meet the state’s changing electricity needs at competitive cost.

The package as a whole may provide a reliable electricity supply source in the short run.
However, it is unclear whether the package will be dynamic enough to meet the state’s
changing electricity needs in the future. This issue is complex as it depends on a number of
supply and demand factors and is further complicated by the fact that Basslink is a centrally
planned solution rather than a market based initiative.

There are a number of supply side factors that are likely to constrain the availability of
electricity in Tasmania. First, if the demand for electricity exceeds supply in Tasmania, then
the link will allow Tasmania to import energy from Victoria. However, the Tasmanian
government has said the amount of energy that can flow south is constrained at 300MW due
to security of supply. Basslink will not provide a long-term solution if the additional demand
exceeds the link’s constraint.

Second, the conversion of Bell Bay Power Station from oil to gas will actually reduce
capacity. The oil-fired generator currently has a capacity of 250MW. In 2002, the gas-
converted generator will be able to produce 114MW of capacity. This results in a net
reduction of 136MW. The second stage of the conversion is not scheduled until 2004-06 and
will only add between 230-350MW. The net increase, at best, will be 100MW.

The demand for electricity in Tasmania is even more uncertain. The Tasmanian government
has said in its submission that Major Industrial (MI) customers account for the majority (60
per cent) of energy sales in Tasmania. The government also said that the customer profile
presents unusual challenges for energy planning. Despite this problem, the key reason the
government proposed this package is to provide additional capacity to attract additional MI
customers. Given the potential size of these additional customers it is possible that the
proposed package will create a tight supply demand balance with flow on impact on
electricity prices.

The demand for electricity will also depend on the effectiveness of TNGP to facilitate inter-
fuel competition. The potential for growth in gas sales is promising given that Tasmania
currently has no access to natural gas. However, the level of gas penetration will ultimately
depend on the price (cost of converting to gas and ongoing usage) and access. The cost of
conversion for large industrial customers is significant and these customers make up the bulk
of energy use in Tasmania. As for the remainder of the population base, Victoria’s
experience has shown that gas penetration has been the greatest for heating purposes
during winter. However, periods of highest electricity demand tend to be in summer. This is
when hydrological risk is greatest in Tasmania.
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The ability of Basslink to deliver competitive prices will depend on the price of imported
electricity from Victoria. This is based on the spot or contract price in Victoria plus a
proportion of Basslink transport costs. The spot price is a function of supply and demand
conditions in Victoria. The link may deliver lower off peak electricity prices to Tasmania.

The Tasmanian government has directed Hydro Tasmania to prudently manage its storage
levels, as reserves are low. As a result, there may be times when Hydro Tasmania must
restrict supply. This in turn would have an upward effect on electricity prices in Tasmania.

BBPS is unlikely to have a significant impact on electricity prices. Given the small size and
higher running costs of the power station it would not directly compete with Hydro Tasmania,
especially if owned by Hydro Tasmania. Instead, it would provide additional capacity during
periods of peak electricity demand. This may lower the price during peak periods, however,
the impact on average prices during the whole year are likely to be negligible.

As mentioned earlier, the demand for electricity will also depend on the effectiveness of
TNGP to facilitate inter-fuel competition. The long run price of gas will depend on the cost of
reticulating gas and the level of gas penetration in Tasmania. The later factor may enable the
project to reach economies of scale, thereby offering lower prices.

Basslink will provide a cost-effective means of mitigating against both the physical
and financial aspects of hydrological risk.

Tasmania’s reliance on hydro generation exposes the state to hydrological risk, associated
with variations in rainfall. Historically, Tasmania has mitigated this risk by creating storage
facilities (equivalent to 17 months of the state’s total electricity consumption). In the 1970s,
the Tasmania government built the 240MW oil-fired BBPS to provide thermal back up when
the hydro system storage fell to critical levels due to drought. The major limitation of BBPS is
that it has a high marginal cost of about $50/MWh and being oil fired is linked to the price of
oil.

In Yallourn Energy’s view, the package, rather than Basslink alone, may provide a reliable
electricity supply source in the short run and therefore mitigate against the physical aspects
of hydrological risk. However, it is unclear whether the package will be flexible enough to
meet hydrological risk in the future. This will ultimately depend on the supply and demand
balance in Tasmania, which is determined by:

• Basslink southbound energy flows that are constrained at 300MW due to security of
supply;

• Conversion of BBPS from oil to gas that will decrease capacity by 114MW;
• Management of hydro reserves that will tighten supply; and
• The potential increase in major industrial customer load that would cause excess

electricity demand.

It is more difficult to assess if the Basslink option is the most cost effective, as the
submission does not provide sufficient information on the financial arrangements between
the government and the owners of Basslink or alternative options. Of the information that is
available, it appears that the Tasmanian government has underwritten all the revenue risk
associated with the project by paying the owners of Basslink fixed monthly payments in
exchange for variable inter regional revenues. Such an arrangement is unlikely to be cost
effective, as there are strong incentives to ensure that variable payments exceed the fixed.
This may require Tasmanian customers paying higher electricity prices or the development of
electricity policies that are not competitively neutral.
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The only proposal that may result in cost reductions is the conversion of BBPS from oil to
gas. This plant currently uses oil to generate electricity, which has a high marginal cost of
about $50/MWh. This can be a significant drain on the state budget when storage reserves
become critical due to insufficient rainfall. The gas conversion may reduce the financial
aspects of hydrological risk; if the delivered cost per gigajoule is lower. However, the long run
marginal cost will depend on capital costs associated with the conversion and the long price
of natural gas.

Basslink will reduce the exposure of the State-owned electricity businesses and the
State budget to the risk associated with the State’s narrow electricity customer
profile.
The Tasmanian government has argued that the state’s electricity customer profile exposes
the state-owned electricity businesses and therefore the state budget to revenue risk. As
mentioned earlier, MI customers account for the majority of energy sales in Tasmania and
changes in customers actually can have a significant impact on state revenues. The
Tasmanian government proposes that Basslink will reduce this risk.

It is Yallourn’s view that such a policy objective will result in anti-competitive outcomes. Our
assertion is based on the asymmetry that this policy will cause.

For example, if a MI customer closes its plant in Tasmania, Hydro Tasmania as a generator
and Aurora as a retailer will see a reduction in revenue. There will also be a short-term
reduction in regulated distribution and transmission revenues.1 This in turn will reduce the
state government’s revenue. The presence of Basslink will provide a mechanism that enable
Hydro Tasmania to export its surplus capacity north into other NEM regions. Aurora can also
compete freely in other electricity retail markets and contract with customers. Basslink and
the framework enables the state-owned utilities and government to hedge against revenue
risk associated with the state’s electricity customer profile.

If this happened in one of the NEM regions, generators and retailers would have no scope to
hedge their revenue by accessing the Tasmanian market. The Tasmanian market is
dominated by a single generator and retailer that have vesting contracts in place that fix
wholesale electricity prices for franchise customers until 2007 and MI customers until 2015.
This means that only 10 and 50 per cent of the Tasmanian electricity market is likely to be
contestable in 2003 and 2007 respectively. Under this framework, existing NEM generators
could only contract with Aurora (as vesting contracts only cover 90 per cent of its total
electricity sales). Retailers will find it impossible to contract Tasmanian customers until 2007.
Within the same timeframe, most NEM regions will have implemented full retail contestability,
and industrial customers would have benefited from at least a decade of retail electricity
market competition.

Clearly, the anti-competitive effects of this framework far outweigh the benefits to the
Tasmanian state budget. It also protects the incumbent state owned businesses revenue
base in Tasmania. Electricity businesses in other markets face the same risks as Tasmanian
companies, so there is no justification to warrant special consideration. In fact, granting
‘special privileges’ to Tasmania can have serious implications in the NEM. It is a fundamental
turn around in electricity market reforms that will set an unfavourable precedent for future
market development within the regions.
                                                
1 Most network businesses in Australia earn electricity revenues through a regulated revenue cap.
Short-term fluctuations in a given year are adjusted in the following year(s). Consequently, the
discussion will focus on the segments of the electricity market that are open to competition –
generation and retail.
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Finally, if the Tasmanian government strongly believes there is material revenue risk
associated with the state’s electricity customer profile, then it seems sensible to divest these
state-owned electricity businesses rather than create an anti-competitive electricity
framework. It is unacceptable for a jurisdiction to remove a customer benefit in order to
protect the equity return of a state owned enterprise operating in a potentially competitive
market. This is ultimately a business decision; however, divesting the state’s electricity
assets would transfer the risk to a party that is willing to manage it.

Basslink will allow realisation of the synergies available from interconnecting
Tasmania’s energy constrained hydro system with the capacity constrained largely
thermal Victorian system, both in terms of improving security of supply and in
electricity prices.

The Tasmanian hydro generation system is energy constrained. It is based on the amount of
energy the system can deliver on a sustained basis while maintaining an acceptable level of
risk so that storage levels do not fall to critical levels that would require emergency
generation or load shedding. Tasmania has enough installed generation capacity to meet
current peak demand in the region. In comparison, the Victorian largely thermal system is
capacity constrained during peak periods, particularly during summer.

The Tasmanian proposal is likely to create synergies in the short run. However, this analysis
is based on a static environment and over states the benefits. It is less clear that the package
will be dynamic and provide benefits in the long run as the customer incentives package may
tighten the supply and demand balance in Tasmania. This would reduce the benefits,
however, the anti-competitive structure of the framework would remain.

For example, if the Tasmanian governments proposal is successful in facilitating growth in
electricity demand, there may be insufficient energy to export into the Victorian electricity
system when it is experiencing periods of high demand. While the Tasmanian hydro system
has the capability to optimise production through selective import and export, this capability
will be reduced with tighter supply conditions in Tasmania.

There are several local factors that are likely to lead to higher electricity demand and tighter
supply in Tasmania. Most of these issues have been covered in earlier discussion, however,
a summary of these factors include:

• The Tasmanian government’s customer incentives program is targeted to attract MI
customer load and increase demand;

• The conversion of BBPS from oil to gas will decrease generation capacity by 114MW;
• Management of hydro reserves due to low storage will tighten supply; and
• The lack of competition in generation.

If these factors outweigh new generation investment and the effects of inter-fuel competition
from TNGP, then Tasmania will need to import electricity from Victoria because electricity
demand will exceed supply. This will benefit Tasmania through improved security of supply
and lower electricity prices, provided the Victorian electricity system is not constrained.

Basslink and the interplay of the above mentioned factors will give rise to several possibilities
in a dynamic environment. The following is a summary of impacts on both Tasmanian and
Victorian electricity markets (also see Table 1).
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• If there is no new generation in Tasmania and the customer base remains
unchanged, the submission states that there is little energy to export into Victoria, as
Tasmanian hydro reserves are low. This problem is exacerbated during the summer
period when hydro reserves are the lowest. The Victorian electricity system may be
required to top up Tasmanian reserves, which will tighten supply and increase electricity
prices in Victoria.

• If there is no new generation in Tasmania and MI customer load decreases, then
Tasmania will have surplus generation capacity that it can export into Victoria. This
situation will improve reliability of supply and lower prices in Victoria. However, the anti-
competitive impacts of the Tasmanian framework, stated earlier, far outweigh the
benefits. The assumptions in the submission will be wrong leading to major economic
issues in Tasmania.

• If there is no new generation in Tasmania and MI customer load increases, then this
will create excess electricity demand in Tasmania. It is obvious that these customers will
require electricity during the summer period when the Victorian system is constrained.
This in turn will further constrain the Victorian system as energy flows south and increase
electricity prices in Victoria.

• If there is additional generation in Tasmania and the customer base remains
unchanged, then this will lead to a similar situation as no new generation and Tasmania
looses MI customer load, except the losses to Tasmania may be less if the capital is
invested wisely and can displace NEM generation.

Table 1. Summary of Impacts on Tasmanian and Victorian electricity markets from
changes in the supply and demand conditions in Tasmania.

Demand in Tasmania (electricity)Supply in
Tasmania
(generation
production)

Decrease
(due to loss of MI

customers)

Same Increase
(due to gain of MI

customers)
Same • Export energy to

Victorian system.
• Major economic loss

to Tasmania.
• Basslink investment

does not result in
allocative efficiency.

• Small export to
Victorian system.

• Import energy from
Victorian system.

• Locational subsidy to
customers (demand)

More • Export energy to
Victorian system.

• Price depends on
cost of new
generation
investment.

• Major economic loss
to Tasmania.

• Basslink investment
does not result in
allocative efficiency.

• Export energy to
Victorian system.

• Basslink investment
does not result in
allocative efficiency.

• Small export to
Victorian system.
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Basslink will provide a cost-effective additional source of electricity to meet peak
demand requirements in the Victorian region of the NEM; enabling Victoria’s
projected reserve margin shortfall to be met.

The ability of Basslink to improve security of supply in a dynamic environment has been
largely addressed in the previous section. It will depend on local supply and demand
conditions in Tasmania.

NECA is currently addressing the matter of locational issues through the RIEMNS review.
The outcome will be to separate the current NEM regions into a larger number of smaller
regions. This will facilitate efficient investment and create regulatory stability in the future.
The creation of a more optimum number of regions rather than the current few will foster the
implementation of firm access contracts, as the cost of new transmission capability will need
to be underwritten. Therefore, it is important to minimise the number of boundary changes to
regional boundaries in the near future (say 3 years) and to effectively configure the regions at
the start.

The Basslink proposal does not seem to deal correctly with the structural issues associated
with Tasmania’s assets in Victoria. There seems no doubt that Basslink faces a lower
construction cost if it connects to the 500kV system at Loy Yang, reducing the length of its
lines.

Equally, the RIEMNS review has recognised the benefits to the NEM of the creation of a
Latrobe region. The addition of Basslink to this region will substantially increase the
constraints at the 500kV radial Latrobe – Melbourne, significantly impacting on the dispatch
of Loy Yang A, Loy Yang B, Hazelwood and Yallourn W1.2 This will require transmission
augmentation through TUOS charges from customers of the 500kV system. Basslink will not
be a Victorian TUOS paying customer and would therefore avoid this economic signal.

A market-based arrangement would be to require Basslink to connect to the Melbourne node
(in the vicinity of Western Port Bay), which would avoid congestion on the 500kV system. It
would also avoid the construction of overhead lines in the Gippsland environmental area.
Alternatively, it is appropriate that Basslink fund any augmentation precipitated by the
creation of a Latrobe region to a level consistent with preservation of current levels of
economic dispatch by asset already connected to that system.

In addition, the submission does not provide sufficient information on the financial
arrangements between the government and the owners of Basslink. This issue was raised
earlier. In addition, the submission did not compare Basslink to other lower cost options such
as mainland generation and demand side management.

Basslink will provide significant benefits for Victorian customers in the form of lower
spot prices.

As discussed previously, Basslink is unlikely to lower electricity spot prices in Victoria. If
demand exceeds supply in Tasmania, then it must import energy from Victoria. If this occurs
during peak or capacity constrained periods in Victoria, then this will exacerbate high prices
during this period.

Similarly, if Tasmania imports energy during off-peak periods, then off-peak prices are likely
to rise due to increased demand.

                                                
2 Assuming Basslink imports to Victoria during periods of peak demand.
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Basslink will facilitate the development of Tasmania’s wind resource and assist
Australia in meeting its greenhouse gas commitments.

Tasmania does not have to be electrically connected to the mainland for Australia to meet its
greenhouse gas commitments. The national electricity market is based on a separation of the
physical and financial markets. Indeed, it is a regulatory failure if national greenhouse audit
programs only recognise Tasmanian generation if it is connected to the grid. It is obvious that
Australia’s inventory of hydro energy does not increase by 2000MW the week that Basslink
testing is compete.

The Basslink project also distorts investment decisions by creating a locational subsidy. A
business would be indifferent to investing in new ‘green’ generation in Tasmania or the
mainland post Basslink, as it does not incur a cost to transport its electricity production on the
link. The business does not see the full cost of its decision as it receives a subsidy from the
owners of Basslink.

In comparison, a business that builds new ‘green’ generation in Victoria or New South Wales
would achieve the same outcome, that is, displace thermal energy (coal or gas). However, it
would not require a subsidy as it is already connected to the grid.

The locational subsidy also has an anti-competitive impact on the existing wholesale
electricity markets. The market would not see the true price signal of green generation
locating in Tasmania. A business that decides to locate green generation in Tasmania will
effectively receive a subsidy to displace mainland thermal energy.

The Tasmanian Energy Reform Framework enables Tasmania to enter the NEM and
introduce workable and sustainable competition in the electricity generation and
retailing sectors using a well-known and accepted regulatory regime. The public
benefits of the introduction of competition in generation and retailing are well known
and documented.

The Tasmanian government, in its own submission, states that the lack of market
arrangements has required it to implement a relatively heavy-handed regulatory framework
for the industry. The government further notes that regulatory approaches have their
shortcomings and are generally second best compared to market arrangements.

It is the view of Yallourn Energy that the proposed framework will not deliver competition, as
it does not change the existing industry structure. The key elements of the framework
include:

• Tasmania as one NEM region;
• Hydro Tasmania retained as a single generation business under government ownership;
• Aurora Energy to remain as the dominant retailer for many years underpinned by vesting

contracts with Hydro Tasmania.

Yallourn Energy’s main objection is that the framework is clearly not competitively neutral.
The framework gives Hydro Tasmania and Aurora a competitive advantage as they can
compete in the NEM, while existing NEM participants have very restricted access to the
Tasmanian electricity market. This regulatory asymmetry will in turn create an environment
for cross-subsidies. The Tasmanian government owned businesses could then use the
economic rents they receive in the Tasmanian market to increase their markets share in
other market by offering lower prices.
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Yallourn Energy supports the Garlick Report recommendation to separate Hydro Tasmania
into subsidiary traders and to create an independent system controller outside Hydro
Tasmania. Separation of Hydro Tasmania is more likely to create a competitive generation
market that will benefit customers through lower prices. It will also facilitate innovation,
develop a system that suits Tasmania’s small size and create incentives for the generation
businesses to solve any ‘lost’ capacity issues associated with separation. Yallourn points to
the privatisation of Victorian generation assets as an example of competition driving
performance and innovation. The separation into generation units smaller than was
considered to be of lowest scale costs economically has delivered the cheapest prices in
Australia.

The Tasmanian government proposes to restrict retail electricity competition in Tasmania by
fixing wholesale electricity prices for over a decade. The proposed vesting contracts will fix
wholesale electricity prices for franchise customers until 2007 and major industrial customers
until 2015. This means that only 10 and 50 per cent of the Tasmanian electricity market will
be contestable in 2003 and 2007 respectively. In comparison, in 2007, most NEM regions will
have implemented full retail contestability, and the industrial markets will have been
competitively covered for 10 years.

Finally, the weight of competition policy reform literature advocates separation of monopoly
businesses as a fundamental basis of delivering benefits to consumers through increased
competition. It has been the position of the ACCC in numerous determinations and it is the
model that was employed in Victoria that delivered benefits to customers.

The Tasmanian Energy Reform Framework provides a robust framework for further
investment in the Tasmanian electricity industry and in Tasmania generally, by linking
electricity prices in Tasmania with those in the NEM and introducing a workable and
sustainable regulatory framework for competition and new entry.

It was shown earlier that Basslink, which is an integral part of the TER, distorts ‘green’
investment decisions by creating a locational subsidy. Linking electricity prices between
Tasmania and the NEM will not solve this problem.

The benefit to Tasmania is clear. Linking electricity prices in Tasmania with the NEM will
benefit Tasmania. Basslink will provide access to mainland thermal energy that will improve
reliability of supply and may lower electricity prices in Tasmania.

However, the benefit to the NEM is less clear. The Tasmanian submission seeks to integrate
its monopolistic electricity retail and generation market to a competitive NEM. Yallourn
Energy has shown that the Tasmanian framework is not competitively neutral. In addition,
granting ‘special privileges’ to Tasmania can have serious implication of the NEM.

Basslink provides a significant positive economic impact on the Tasmanian, Victorian
and national economies in the construction and operation phases.

This may be an outcome of the Basslink project; however, the focus of the proposal is to
deliver social and economic benefits to Tasmania. The stated key reason the government
proposed this package is to provide additional capacity to attract additional MI customers,
resulting in positive spillovers such as employment and regional development.

Unfortunately, proponents of industry development policies rarely state all the costs of
attracting industry. The Tasmanian taxpayers have underwritten the financial risk associated
with Basslink. The customers will pay a higher price as the project would have attracted a
premium because it operates in an environment exposed to sovereign risk rather than one
determined by market forces.
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Impact on NEM

Not a market solution
It is Yallourn Energy’s view that the Tasmanian government seeks to join the NEM using a
framework that is antagonistic to market development that has taken place in the NEM.
There is no benefit to the NEM from such a union, as it will slow down competition and
therefore benefits to customers.

The Tasmanian government states in its submission that the lack of market arrangements
has required it to implement a relatively heavy-handed regulatory framework for the industry.
The government also acknowledges that regulatory approaches have their shortcomings and
are generally second best compared to market arrangements. Despite this, the Tasmanian
government proposes to introduce a framework that is essentially unchanged.

The Basslink project discourages the market development of entrepreneurial interconnection.
The ownership of the access rights northward and southward by Hydro Tasmania – a
monopoly generator – removes the potential for a market in these rights. The creation of a
single generator in the region means there is no market in Tasmania. The project also
creates an inappropriate structure that avoids regulatory tests.

The framework slows market reform in both electricity generation and retail markets as the
government retains both Hydro Tasmania and Aurora Energy as single business under
government ownership. The market dominance of Hydro Tasmania is underpinned by
vesting contracts with Aurora that will fix electricity prices for over a decade. This in turn will
result in loss of consumer welfare and distort investment signals.

The framework also denies entry to new market participants as the access rights and
northbound inter regional revenue are with Hydro Tasmania for 25 years, with the option to
extend this arrangement for another 15 years.

The framework is clearly not competitively neutral. The framework gives Hydro Tasmania
and Aurora a competitive advantage as they can compete freely in the NEM, while existing
NEM participants have very restricted access to the Tasmanian electricity market. This
regulatory asymmetry will in turn create an environment for cross-subsidies. The Tasmanian
government owned businesses could then use the economic rents they receive in the
Tasmanian market to increase their market share in other markets.

Finally, the Tasmanian package proposes to introduce a market structure that has many
similarities with the South Australian (SA) market arrangements. There is a tight supply and
demand balance that is very susceptible to changes in weather conditions. ETSA power is
the dominant retailer to SA customers and has in place a high level of vesting contract
coverage with all available generation in SA. It is Yallourn’s experience that this framework
has made it impossible to contract with a SA generator, and therefore acquire SA customers.
This is despite generation assets being split into three separate businesses.

Enhanced security of supply
The unfavourable impact Basslink can have on the Victorian electricity system during periods
of peak demand was discussed earlier. If demand exceeds supply in Tasmania, then it must
import energy from Victoria. If this occurs during peak periods, or worse, constrained periods,
this will deteriorate electricity security supply in Victoria. This in turn will exacerbate price
increases during this period. The major issues that are likely to contribute to excess demand
include:
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• The Tasmanian government’s customer incentives program to attract MI customer load;
• The conversion of BBPS from oil to gas that will decrease generation capacity by

114MW;
• Management of hydro reserves due to low storage will tighten supplies; and
• The lack of competition in generation.

TUOS
Basslink proposes to be a MNSP rather than a regulated interconnect, and therefore avoids
the net benefit regulatory test. However, its structure is more similar to a regulated
interconnect. The ownership of the access rights northward and southward by Hydro
Tasmania – a monopoly generator – removes the potential for a market in these rights. The
creation of a single generator in the region means there is no market in Tasmania.

The Basslink proposal does not seem to deal correctly with the structural issues associated
with Tasmania’s assets in Victoria. There seems no doubt that Basslink faces a lower
construction cost if it connects to the 500kV system at Loy Yang, reducing the length of its
lines.

As discussed earlier, the RIEMNS review has recognised the benefits to the NEM of the
creation of a Latrobe region. The addition of Basslink to this region will substantially increase
the constraints at the 500kV radial Latrobe – Melbourne, significantly impacting on the
dispatch of Loy Yang A, Loy Yang B, Hazelwood and Yallourn W1.3 This will require
transmission augmentation through TUOS charges from customers of the 500kV system.
Basslink will not be a Victorian TUOS paying customer and would therefore avoid this
economic signal.

The alternative arrangement would be to require Basslink to connect to the Melbourne node
(in the vicinity of Western Port Bay), which would avoid congestion on the 500kV system. It
would also avoid the construction of overhead lines in the Gippsland environmental area or
to fund any augmentation precipitated by the creation of a Latrobe region to a level
consistent with preservation of current levels of economic dispatch by asset already
connected to that system.

Green issues
This issue was discussed in the stated benefits section. The Basslink project distorts
investment decisions by creating a locational subsidy. A business would be indifferent from
investing in new ‘green’ generation in Tasmania or the mainland, as it does not incur a cost
to transport its electricity production on the link. The business does not see the full cost of its
decision as it receives a subsidy from the owners of Basslink.

In comparison, a business that builds new ‘green’ generation in Victoria or New South Wales
would achieve the same outcome, displace thermal energy (coal or gas). However, it would
not require a subsidy as it is already connected to the grid.

The locational subsidy also has an anti-competitive impact on the existing wholesale
electricity markets. The market would not see the true price signal of green generation
locating in Tasmania. A business that decides to locate green generation in Tasmania will
effectively receive a subsidy to displace mainland thermal energy.

                                                
3 Assuming Basslink imports to Victoria during periods of peak demand.
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Additional customers
The Tasmanian government stated that a key objective of this proposed package is to
provide additional capacity to attract additional MI customers. This may have positive
spillovers such as employment and regional development for Tasmania.

The Basslink project distorts investment decisions by creating a locational subsidy. Yallourn
raised this issue in regards to green generation investment; however, the principle also
applies to MI customers. A customer would be indifferent to locating in Tasmania or the
mainland post Basslink, as it does not incur a cost to transport its electricity production on the
link. The customer does not see the full cost of its decision as it receives a subsidy from the
owners of Basslink.

In comparison, a customer that locates in New South Wales, Queensland or Victoria would
achieve the same outcome, that is, contribute to Australia’s employment and regional
development. However, it would not require a subsidy as it is already connected to the grid.

The MI customer incentives program, if structured incorrectly, will distort a customer’s
decision to locate their businesses. If this is at the expense of another Australian state
through the use of subsidies, then it is merely a transfer of investment and production at the
taxpayer’s expense.

Protect revenue
The Tasmanian government has stated that its framework is designed to protect the state’s
revenue base so that it can reduce debt and fund social programs. Yallourn Energy has
stated that, in its view, such a framework is not competitively neutral.

The framework gives Hydro Tasmania and Aurora a competitive advantage as they can
compete in the NEM, while existing NEM participants have very restricted access to the
Tasmanian electricity market. This protects the incumbent state owned businesses revenue
base in Tasmania. It also creates an environment for cross-subsidies. The Tasmanian
government owned business might also use the economic rents they receive in the
Tasmanian market to increase their market share in other markets by offering lower prices.

Electricity businesses in other markets face the same risks so there is no justification to
warrant Tasmania special consideration. The adoption of Tasmania’s proposal could have
serious implications of the NEM. It is a fundamental turn around in electricity market reforms
that will set an unfortunate precedent for future developments or consolidations within the
regions.
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Proposed model
This section provides market-based alternatives to some of the issues raised in the
Tasmanian government’s submission. In particular, it provides alternative market structures
and suggested

Generation structure
Yallourn Energy supports the Garlick Report recommendation to separate Hydro Tasmania
into at least three separate businesses. Separation of Hydro Tasmania is more likely to
create a competitive generation market that will benefit customers through lower prices. It will
also facilitate innovation, develop a system that suits Tasmania’s small size and create
incentives for the generation businesses to solve any ‘lost’ capacity issues associated with
separation. Yallourn points to the privatisation of Victorian generation assets as an example
of competition driving performance and innovation. The separation into generation units
smaller than was considered to be of lowest scale costs economically, has delivered the
cheapest prices in Australia.

Retail structure
The same principle that applied to the generation market should extend to the retail market.
However, the small population size of Tasmania would limit the cost-effectiveness of the
separation of Aurora Energy into two businesses.

The removal of vesting contracts would further facilitate competition in the retail market. This
would enable new entrant retailers to contract with Hydro Tasmania, other generators or use
the link to acquire an electricity customer base in Tasmania.

Inter connector rights
The Tasmanian government needs to change the structure of Basslink into a market based
transport mechanism for electricity. The current proposal vests the rights to the link, in both
directions, to Hydro Tasmania. This structure prevents competition in both electricity
wholesale and retail markets and there are no incentives for Hydro Tasmanian to make a
secondary market for the rights to the link.

The Yallourn Energy proposal enables market participants, not a monopoly generator, to
realise the value of these rights by either using them or selling them. It introduces greater
competition and transparency by revealing the market value of these rights, and therefore the
value of Basslink.

The Tasmanian government could auction the firm rights to Basslink flowing in both
directions. These rights would need to be offered in 10MW block over a series of years rather
than quarterly auction. This framework provides greater certainty to customers as they can
make longer-term decision regarding their electricity consumption.

Alternatively, the government could vest the rights of the inter-connector to MI customers on
long term electricity contracts. The allocation can be based on the customer’s share of total
annual electricity consumption in Tasmania. For example, a MI customer that accounts for 10
per cent of the total electricity consumption in Tasmania would receive 10 per cent of the
southbound rights. Given that the southbound capacity is 300MW, the customer would
receive 30MW.

The MI customer then has the option to either retain or divest their rights to the inter-
connector. If the customer retains the rights, then they can swap these rights into the
Victorian market when their electricity contract is up for review. This creates a secondary
market for the rights in Tasmania and therefore facilitates competition. The MI customer can
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also sell their rights to other customers in the Tasmanian market. This again creates a
secondary market and facilitates competition. Or the customer can do a combination of both
retain and sell.

Locational signals and transmission connection
It is imperative that new interconnectors such as Basslink are subjected to efficient locational
signals. By referencing the Latrobe Valley node to the Thomastown node via the static
marginal loss factors, the locational signals for Basslink are distorted (under the current
setting of regions). With the addition of proposed gas turbine generation and Basslink
capacity, an increased number of inter-regional constraints are expected, resulting in the
creation of new regions after the event.

These constraints will require inefficient investment in transmission assets that will be
recovered in the form of higher prices to customers of the 500kV radial Latrobe – Melbourne,
system. Basslink should be required to recognise these signals either by re-location closer to
Melbourne or by contingent funding of augmentation of the 500kV system.


